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Overview

Research and development works conducted in the Establishment for Nuclear Equipment (ZdAJ) were

focused around 3 subject areas: an accelerator for cancer treatment, therapeutical tables, systems and methods for

controlling objects that cross international borders.

The new, medium energy accelerator for cancer therapy cases is being designed in the Establishment for

several years. In 2005 progress was achieved. A physical part, containing an electron beam has been completed

and the parameters of that beam make it useful for therapeutical purposes. Consequently, the work on designing

and testing of beam control systems, ensuring its high stability, repetition of irradiation parameters and accuracy 

of dosage have been started. Results of these tests make it very probable that 2006 will be the final year of

scientific works and in 2007 the new apparatus will be ready for sales. 

Therapeutical tables have become a leading product of ZdAJ IPJ. Their technical parameters, reliability and

universality in uses are appreciated by many customers of ZdAJ. In 2005, the table Polkam 16 was registered by

the national Office for Registration of Medical Equipment as the first product of ZdAJ that meets all technical

and formal requirements of the safety mark CE. This allows sales of the product on the market of the European

Union. The research and development part of designing a therapeutical table for uses in the total body irradiation

technique was also concluded in 2005.

After the September 11 terrorist attacks on WTC a matter of controlling international borders have become a 

priority for many countries. In 2005 in ZdAJ IPJ, we conducted many preliminary calculations and experiments

analyzing systems of irradiation sources, both photon and neutron as well as systems of detection and designing

of signals triggered by controlling objects crossing the border. The results so far have enabled us to formulate a

research project which has been positively evaluated by experts and found worthy of financing by the Ministry

of Science and Education.

Finally, it should be underlined that ZdAJ IPJ constantly implements changes in quality management

systems. As a result of this continuous process ZdAJ not only maintains an efficient system of quality

management but in 2005 the Establishment perfected this system so that it meets all requirements of new norm

for manufacturers of medical equipment ISO 13485/2005 while at the same time complying with the ISO

9001/9002 norm for all other products.


